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.1.O_.__Ab_raca_

The importance to the United gtates of ::Pmi autonomou.q systems for application tn a larg.e Ilslmher of

manufactucin_ and service processes is very clear (i). ewe principal reasons emerge as the primary dcivin_

fo,'ce for dt,vetupment of mlch sy_tera'.;: enh.ltlcPd national productivity and operation in envlconmenL_ _lhieh acl,

b,lzacdou_; tO humans. Completely autonomou_ systems may not currently be economically feasible. However,

alitonomous systems that operate in a limited operation domain or that are st)pecvised by human._ acP within th_

technolo&y capability of thL.q decade and will likely provide reasonable return on inve.qtment.

The two research and development efforts of autonomy and telerohoti.cs ace disti.nctly dlffecent, yet

interconnected. The first addresses the communication of an "intelligent'" electt'onlc :iy_tem ,,)ith ,1 robot

,chile the second requires human corro_unication and er&onomic consider'sties. This paper d[scosst:'.l the wur;t in

robotic control, human/cobol team implementation, expert system robot operation, and sensor development by the

Aa._rican Weld[nl_ Institute, t4"rS Systems Corporation, and the Coloc,xdo School Jf Hines -- Center for WetdLnl_

Research.

?.0 Lnt.t_-oa.u_.ca_'ton

In almost every industry in the United States, there ace opportunities for application of robotics.

Robot systems which ace appropriately utilized to perform work which ks manually difficult, tedious, or

hazardous can distinctly increase overall productivity. Such systems could replace human workers ill

chemically, cadioactlvely, or hiololically hazardous and uninhabitable environment_ such aS nuclear power plan

.',llnt,rnance, space fabrication/maintenance and _ecvkcinK, pa[ilt and testis& work, chemic.l[ pcod|lctkoll,

constt'uctkon, and minis&. In many cases, robotic systems atig)ment rather than replace human wockt_t':_. By

ft'eein& the human to do those pacts of operations that cequice more complex [nteltecttiaI acttviti_'_, the robot

_ynt_,m allows the full capabilities of both the machine and the human to be realized. Thus, the devi, lopment

of such robotic systems will have a slt_nlficaitt impact on national productivity and offers the opport_anlty to

d*'velop new markets for tl.g. toads and services.

Robot systems which can operate completely independent of human intecvention and control ovec a wed,.

rang,, of processes and activities will require a substantial technolo&LcaI capability which is not c_rr,'wtX!

available. However, systems which can operate in a semi-autonomous mode, without human int,-ract[oll ov,,r a

l[,_LtPd canoe of activkties, are within the technology developments of this decade. Specific._lly, the

r,.,luicements of such a ::ystem include: (l) rapid, effective, and natural coraraunicatlon hotwe,-n the sy,._tor illd

the human :;upet-visor; (2) efficient control in a multlple sensor envic0nment; (3) coordiilated control of

multiple manipulator'-;; and, (4) redundant and ct'oa_ linked sensor systems.

Co_u'nlmication between the cabot system and the human supervisor must be thcouEh oaultiple chann_-i:;. T_,e

types of (.o_¢nunication that are needed include visual, tactile, .and voice. Visual corranunlcation it: *.nst

ii._portant for Lhe human supecvisor and should be designed to allow the human to cece}.ve infot'matlon .about t.he

_tatus of the system without causing loss of eye-contact with the ima&e of the operatinE process. Such

devices a_ holographic display and text overlay on image displays will be needed to provide this capability.

_tereo imaging to provide depth perception and three dlmensionai imal_e processinl_ capability ,,,ill alloy) th_

hliman supervisor to "'help" the robot with dlfficuit manipulation tasks. In addition, the saree aonsiiW, ayRl_v

can provide spPc_-al infocmatlon for improv_n_ I h_- robot sy_temS" telepce'-:ence abilities.
Tactile corttmuolcatlon must be provided in a hi d[cectional mode. The hliman _upPrvlnor nPt-d'._ to ha

provided with .,;ucface activt, devices that provide a "'f(.ellnt_'" of the pre:;suce ex+-rted by on object. ,)_i the"

manipulator work piece. Iu addition, the bum:in control device should allow th(. human to eor_aunical(" r,-qulr_d

-u)vemont to the robot system throu_,h tactile ::(-n:;ing. of movoment'.: of the human fln&,,rs, hand'._, ar_'.:. ,in,l/o=-

f,', t. Vole(" eapahility _'ill provide ,i v,'cy rapid and natural cornmtinlcation link bet_,),_,rl the" cabot .Ilia th,',

human. Connected .-:,p*,l.ch r_.col_,nltlon, .hich i:: i.outi,xl ,Iviv_n, i:: the most rapid typ* ° of eo.-_unicatiOll _l'-;(-] hy

humans. Artificial [ntetlig.ence techl_', |ue_ car, he ti::(t| to interpret the _i_nal_ from the cabot ::ysl._,_,, .rod

then generate natural language synlhesi::ed spe(,t-h. Th_s hi dlrection. I voice communication link ..,[II iik,'ll

be the" most important one in the syst¢'m.
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2.2 Hultiple SensoclH;.tipulator Environment
A semi-_utonomr system will be required to operate with multiple sensors. A necessary problem with

multiple sensor env.ronments IS that much of the information from the sensors will be redundent. This

redundency solves some problems in that the system will be able to compensate for malfunctioning or degraded

functioning of one, or perhaps more that one, of its' sensors. However, redundent information that conflicts

must be rectified. Consequently, intelligent conflict managment chemes will need to be included in the

control software of such systems.

The multiple manipulator environment will require that .a .pulators be synchronously operated when doing

tasks which require the use of multiple robot arms and be operated _ndependently otherwise. To accomplish

this task, hierarchical expert system control will be required. The control system wiIl require the coupling

of high speed numeric processing, and optimized symbolic processing. Lower level processors w_ll use the

capabilities of parallel processing both for sensor data understanding as well as for manipulator control on

the set'co or motor function level. Supervisory control of the system will be accomplished by higher level

expert systems built in a layered design. Thus the higher level control software will not be "aware" of the

detailed manipulator movement; but of the overall process activity. The task of getting the manlpulator to

move where the higher level controllers require will be left to the lower level controllers.

The remainder of this paper will discuss two systems which have been developed that incorporate certain

aspects of the needed technologies to make a semi-autonomous robot system with telerobotic capabilities

operate. Voice communications and expert system control haw. been used to develop a voice activated robot

system and a highly accurate proximity sensing and tracking system has been developed and integrated into a

second robot system. These two systems represt_nt proof of engineering and feasibility Of the use of advanced

computer technology to provide highly capable semi-autonomous robot systems.

3.0 Development of a HiRhly Accurate Robot Proximity and Tracking System

The technologies described here. although not developed specifically for space application, represeot

advanced sensing and closed loop control technologies of the type required if semi-autonomous robotlc

"_ssistants'" are to be used for applications such as flight service units. A number of highly accurate

tracking and measuring technologies have been developed for robotics and automation applications. However.

highly accurate systems usually depend on the use of stiff and massive components to overcome the dynamic

effects of accelerations on the structure of the manipulator. This allows the world coordinates of the end

effector to be calculated strictly from the transducers attached to each machine member. Non-orthogonal axes

are typically either ignored or the system is "calibrated" and transducer values are adjusted automatically by

the machine's processor before they are reported to the user. This approach works reasonably well unless

there ks a requirement for takin_ data points at rates which exceed about two per second. At these higher

rates, the accelerations associated with movin_ from one position to another quickly introduce unacceptable

inaccuracies into the measurement scheme. In a space environment where small inaccuracies into the

measurement and motion control can rapidly lead to unstable situations, this is unacceptable.

Osin_ a different technolo_yo measurements may be taken at rates of up to 100 points per second without a

loss of accuracy and used for proxhnity sensing, p_th planning, and end effector control. This is

_ccumplished through the use of a non-contactin_ gau_e to detect the surface bein_ sought or foIIow0d, and an

interl_t'omett'ic _pacu Location Sy_tt.m (SL3) to detect the position of the gau_e (and/or end effector) in

space. [n this manner, an unstt'eosG:d reference frame is maintained which bypasses the effects of the dynamics

on the end effector and robot system.

3. I P tax i_i t y_. So_n_

In the current application, the manipulator is a wrist with a laser proximity sensor based on

triangulation. A la_er beJm is projected onto the surface being followed, and the location of the image of

the resulting spot on _ linear CCD array is calibrated to correspond with the distance to the surface nearby.

The linear array can be read at the rate of I000 Hz, and arrays of up to 3000 elements are available. This

enhances the rate at which, the array can be read over 2D arrays (typically about 60 Hz) and also provides

improved reso[utlon, sine,, the average ZD arrays are 512 el_ments. The sensor is a "look to the side" Eau_e.

which a£1ows tht. sensor to tt-_ck close to the work surface, while maintainin_ a reasonable angle ['or the

incld*_nt las*:r beam. Since accuracy and repeatability are functions of the standoff and an_le of incidence

this is highly desirable. The standoff should be maintained at about .5 inches. The range of the gauge is

0.40 inches0 with a resolution of 0005 inches. [f the ran_e of the _auge is exceeded, (due to a malfunction

in the contL'ol of the t-abut motion° for _xample). the system stops opera,in E until it is corrected by human

intervention, to prevent possible collision with obstacles.

In the current measut'emeltt application this sensor is very useful, because exact knowledge of the end

effector'_ distance from the ,orkpiv_u i_ n_edt.d. For other applications, a less accurate sensor with a

lar_er range or a combination of two _ more proximity sensors may be more desirable. :ensues based on

ultrasonic, electromagnetic tvJn_ : _- other _mer_inE technologies could be substituted. Although some

change in positioning accuracy mign_ , .:_;_, the manipulator tracking system would compensate for this, and

enhanced path independent collision avoidance capabilities would result.

[n effect, this sep .'-tes the concept of "'accuracy" into two areas: control accuracy and measurement

accuracy. Control accuracy is related to the accuracy of the end effector. Measurement accuracy is related

to the sensors accuracy. In-flight service application, needs for control accuracy will almost always be very

high. [n some conditions the need for measurement accuracy may be considerably less. Multiple dr

interchangeable sensors of the types described earlier would be most suitable for these changing conditions.

A tracking and control system of the type used here for highly accurate end effector control ("control

accuracy") enables the robot to make optimal of use of any type of proximity sensor data.

3.2 Trackin_ and Space Location

The proximity sensor gives an accurate picture of the distance of the manipulator from the surface it is

following. [n order to know the location of the robot, the space location system (SLS) is used. The SLS uses
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multiple tt'ackin_ int_.tf..rometevs to determine the exact location of the manipulator. The 5LS also provides

the necessary feedback for the system's endpoint control scheme.

The fundamental technolog$ of the SLS is a set of tracking interferometers. The basle principle

underlying these is the interference of light that has traveled over two different paths. In non-turbulel*t

atmospheric conditions, accuracies on the order of a fraction of a wave length of light (100 nm) can be
measured between the laser source and a retro-reflector (referred to as a "reefs"). These retros h_ve the

property of refleeti,_ incident light back into its incoming path, thus providing a return signal for the

interferometer. &s the talcs is moved away from the source, a detector counts the number of times that the

optical interference between the outgoing and return be_ changes from _xim_m to minimum. This count is

then multiplied _; a conversion factor which Is based on the frequency of the laser being used in the

interferometer. Note that the interferometer only measures the change in the position of the retro along the

axis of the beam. To 8eL absolute measurements, the retro must be moved to a reference pol;d and the

lnterferometer zeroed. The unit will then read the distance travelled from the reference point.

The six lasers used by the SLS interfecometers track retros mounted on a target which Is a flxed to the

manipulator. Tracking is achieved by using the return be -m not only for the measurement of the distance from

the tractor tO a retro, but also as an indication of whether or not the reefs is moving. &a the return beam

from the reefs enters the tracker, a portion of it is re-directed to impinge on a quad-cell sensor. This

sensor detects minute deviations in the location at which the light is impinging, which Is directly

proportional to a change in the position of the retro. This information is then used as an e_ror-slgnal in a

serve loop to redirect the outgoing beam in the direction the retro has moved. In this manner, each of the

six beams of the SLS are made to track a retro as the target moves through space.

The SLS is responsible for providing the interferometer-measured distance between each tracker and the

retro which it is tracking&. To calculate all six degrees of freedom of the target, we need three distance= to

one polnt on the target, two distances to another point and one to a third. The thcee distances to the first

point will "'fix" the targe in XYZ space, but it will still be free to rotate about that point. The two
distances to the second point will remove two of the remaining angles of rotation of the target, but it will

still be free to rotate about the line between the first and second points. Finally. the single distance to

the third point on the target confines the target to be in a single position and orientation.

Clearly, the geometries of the tracker assembly and target assembly must be known to a very high degree

of accuracy if the overall SLS accuracy is to be maintained through subsequent calculations. In this system a

complete self-calibration procedure was developed to ensure that the necessary accuracy regardin_ information
such as assembly geometries and to ensure that the initlal interferometer distances could be obtained

automatically using the SLS itself.
This self-calibration procedure consists of moving the reefs-reflector to several locations in the work

space, none of which are precisely known, changes in interferometer readings are measured, and interactive

calculations to locate the center of each reefs are made.

Other approaches to the problem of dynamic laser-based measurement of manipulators have been explored.

In one effort (2), the system is Iimlted to three degrees of freedom (0OF). In another technique cequirlng

use of angular encoders the accuracy of the encoders may prove a limitin_ factor, hut it is proposed as an

alternative approach allowin8 six DOF measurement. Costs may be reduced using the method of Gilbert (3),

however, diminished accuracy will also result.

3.3 Path PLanninR and Control
In the current system, path planning al&ocithms were desiEned for trackin_ complex surfaces in a small

work space and may have little relevance to many of the problems likely to he encountered by semi-autonomous

flight service units. However, the concept behind the system, its interaction with the interferometric

trackin_ system and the requirements for end effector control are useful to consider. A plannin_ utility

converts locatlons in space or on a surface to the coocdinate system of the robot. Segments [o_med in this

way ace linked together to form a complete path. [n a system with highly deve|oped vision capabilities this

would be compared with sensor input to ensure that the path will be free of collisions. In the current system

this is cowpared with an existin_ representation of the workcell and wockpieee to ensure that the path is

collision free. A path for the end effector from one point to another in robot coovdinate space is then

calculated by the planner utility through the use of a heuristic search technique.

Regardless of the complexity and ci_oc of the path plannin_ methods used, a typical control scheme which

does not take into account the dynamics of the machhte bein_ controlled will incur si6t_iflcant dynamic

inaccuracies. In the current application these problems ace resolved by ensurin E that the control scheme is

concerned with "end point control". This entails usin_ _nfocmation from the SLS not only to obtain

me_ut'_ment accuracy, but also to provide feedback on the true position of the robot manipulator for motion

control purposes. The advantage of end point control lies in its ability to use both types of position

feedback, conventional and end point, since each has inherent _dv_ntaEes aL different frequencieS.

Three position feedbacks ace used. The first is from velocity transducers connected directly to the

motors. The second is from incremental _ncod,vs alon_ t_ach of the _ystem members. The third and final

posit_on feedback is from the St3. The SLS and encoder feedback are summed to form a composite feedback with

_reat precision from the 3L: at low control frequencies, and stabilizing effects from the encoders at hi_her

frequencies. It is _ortant to note that without this encoder feedback at hi_her frequencies, the control

Loop would have seve_'_Yy limited frequency response. It is this combination of the feedback signals which

serves to extend the useable band width of the position control loop and improve the measurement speed

capability of the system. Given the appropriate machine resolution, this scheme allows the proximity sensor

and manipulator to be positioned dynamically to within .025r0_, at hi&h rates of speed.

The system described here integrates intelli_ent path plannin_ methods, adaptive control techniques, and

veal time tracking and proximity sensin_ to perform its tasks at a high speed, with _reat positional accuracy

and with a minimal risk of collisions. In addition, the sensors used are independent of the mechanical design

of the system and can be scaled up for use on very larKe parts, and across lon_ distances.
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4.0 Deve-o n of ave • -c_vated Robotic _ssemb_

Throu&hout the history of computers, the keyboard ha= been one of tim most common problems with the

human/computer interface. The human-to-computer Link has always required a set of switches (keys) to t_

manipulated by the human. Such a link depends on the speed with which a human can manipu|ate those keys, and

error check such manipulation, while contknuin& to think about the information to he communicated. The result

is a 8enerally slow, cumbersome, and inefficient comn_nkcatlon rink.

Humans do not communicate wlth each other tn a natura| environment with a keyboard. Instead. a varzety

of communication techniques are flmployed - one el the most important beknlL verbal. Thus. a most efficient

technique [or human communic-'ion is the one most practiced: speaklnK and t_steninlL. Voice recoKnltlon by

computers hall been studied and developed for many years. However. it has been c|ear throuKhout the history of

voice recol;nition that such activity was quite compute intensive and required fairly larks quantities of hir, h

speed memory capacity. It is only recent|y that computer speeca recoKnltion can he accomplished on computers
other than lares capacity mainframe systems. Re,ant advances in dil;ita| signal processing _ntel;rat_.d circuit

development coup|ed with the increased memory and speed capacity of _mall computers has made po._sihle the u_..

of speech recol;nition by microcomputers.
Two &eneraI cateKories el computer speech recognition are currentty used on microcomputer :;yst,.ms. For

purpose'J of their dkscu.Jslon, these two types wilt by referred to) as: Voic. Print D_pPndpnt (VPD) 4_,d V. tr,.

Print Independent (VPI). In path case. the basic computer hardware configuration is id,.ntkcal. FiEur,, I ks u

:;ch,,matic representation o[ the hardware associated with a speech rPcosnition system.

The system operates when the input transducer (microphone. headset, telephone, etc.) receive.n a voice

signal and tt-ansmits the resultin_ electronic ana|og data to the speech processing device Appropriate

filterin_ and conditlonln_ of the slKna[ occurs tn a preprocessor. Then thp -_il_naI is passed to a ,ligita]

signal processing circui.t. The analo_ sil_nal is converted to a dil_ita| data array and passed to the template

tl_tchlnE hardware. By the use of optimized template matching techniques, a "Ipecific template, from u set of

presorted templates, is identlfied as having the closest match to the input signal array. The index number.
or other ident_fication of the matched template, is then passed to the host computer throu_,h a dirt.eL hu"- ilr_It

(5).

In the template matchin_ stake, the system can match to a set of templates which are prrsortod di_,ktizt_t

slgnals of an actual voice. Those voice signal templates are distinctly characteristic of the spat.oh patt*.rns

of the _.ndividual who }.nput the voice signals. In this case. the system is a VPD type r_cog.niz*.r, and the

template matching is done very rapidly. The _ystem wili search for a n+,arty idPntlcaI ,llcital t..mpidt,..l;:,mr.

the prestored set available. In the case of a VPI type recol_nizer, the template matching algorithm s,,arrht,s

instead for a generalized template pattern which most closely matches the input :a_gnal di&ital array. This

_eneraiized template is related to speciflc pronunciation of a word, rather than a digitized :_i_nal trom a

certain human voice. Thus the system can recoF.niz*, the word when spoken by anyone, hut r_.qu_t-..:: *.xt_.n::iv,.

procPss;._tg to match a generalized template in compari:;on to matchin_ an id*,nticat voice" '-;ilk, nat t*,mptat,.. '.Such

matchin_ is much slower, requlring a greater compl.Pxity o[ processin_ and is difficult to optlmiz*..

Consequently. a VPI type recognizer was not employed in the current prototype. '.;ystPm.

4.2 S_eech Ceneration
In order [or a human to have a complete voice communication link to a robot system° the comiadPr n_st

also be capable of Eeneratin_ responses as spoken words or phrases. The EenPratlon of speech hy a non h,m.m

ks a problem of greater complexity than that of speech recognition. Three separate processes must be

accomplished to allow the computer system to generate intellectually useful speech. First, a sot of 9i_nais

within the computer is processed into a series of ideas or concepts. Second, that series of ideas is

transiated _nto an ordered set of words in the form of text. Third, a Text-to-SpeechCynthesis is

accomplished and the speech is sent to an output transducer (speaker, headset, teiephone, etc.). Figure 2 _

a schematic representation of the computer speech generation system showin_ the output speech proeessin_

device.

Nh£le a human is capabie of understandln& andprocesskng a relatively wide range of ideas or concepts,

which are st£mutated by external signals, computer systems can only operate in a limited knowledge domain.

Expert systems developed _rom arti_icial intelligence based technology can operate well with such _ymbol

manipulation." These aystrm_ also have a litaited knowledge domain, but can be easily expanded into additional

areas of the domain.

4_33__naI Processin_

The interpretation, (by the Signal Processing System), o£ si_nals received _rom the Robot Control Hodule

(RCM) into ideas or concepts that wi11 eventually be communlcated to the human operator is an excellent

application for expert system technology. The expert system is only required to operate within the limited

knowledge domain reserved for operating the RCM. Thus the signals, as well as error and warnln_ messages from

the RCM, are the only external signals that the speech generation system currently operates on.

4.4 Text Ceneration

The tr.anslatlon, (by the Text Generation System), of conceptual information generated by the input of

external signals is accomplished through the use of natural language linkage. Thus, a signal which indicates

that an error has occurred with the robot, when combined with knowledge about the last command or sequence of

commands sent to the robot, generates a concept of the specific situation.: The undecstandln E of that

situation which can be communicated to the user. The output of th_s transIatlon is a text strin_ in the

operator_ own language, which is passed to the Text-to-Speech-:yntheslzer (TTSS).
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a._ Tex_oTo-Speech Svnthes_s
For several years, computer speech Eeneration has been the subject of research; much of _hlchhss been Ln

the artLfLcLal lntellLsence area. BeKlnnln swLth simple syst_ that played hack prerecorded spm_ch, computer

speech Keneratlon prosressed to synthesized words tLnkod to forms phrases. The prerecorded speech systems
lacked the flex_bLlity to allc_ fast and complete responsiveness by tim computer ,_Lch was sufficient to ello_

the systms to Lnfons the user of all needed responses,

In order to synthesize speech from text, the I"IrsS must combLne several functions. FLrst, the phonetic

pronunciation rules must he available to determine the correct pronunciation of each lndlvld_a|ly pronounced

bit of speech called a phones. The 1"r$$ must estahlLs" the phoneme Ln each word, and then determine th@ most

optimum way to pronounce them.
Secondly. the 1"r55 must determine the use of each word by phrase persLnK techniques. _len the p_tch.

accent.' and speed of the speech for each w,0rd in the phrase is determined. The phrase parsinK Is accomplishedl

usinK artificial inteltLEencs techniques, which utilize t series of re|as to transform natural lan&uaK e text

into a representational structure thereby allowinK each phrase to he individually analyzed for appropriate

pronunciation of each word (6). _ result Lsa verbal response, which includes _rds properly connected.

with pitch and accent adjusted to sound like ordinary human speech. Th_s the robot operator can use natural

[isteninK technLque= rather than needinK to "|earn to listen" to the robot differently than to other people.

4.6 Voice Activated Pobotic JoinLn_E
The voice activated robotic (VAR) joLntnK syotPm consists of two computer systems and an interfarin_

network and software which operates the _yntem; as shown in FLours 3. The first computer :system. catted the

voice control module (VCH), is equLppPd with a template matchinE type speech recoKnitLo- system based upon the

Texas Instruments THS32020 LnteEral,.d circuit The VCH is of the voice print dependent (VPO) type and

requires that the operator pre ent_,r a series of voice prints which are stored as diKital templates. Those

digital templates are subsequently matched aEaLnst s dlE_tLzed voice slKnal to 4etermine the specific word or

phrase which is spoken hy the operator. Two different models of VCH were ,esPd in this project; the first was

a Texan [nstrumenLs Prof'Pssional PC (TIPC); the second was a Texas tnotc_ments Business Professional (TIBP)

computer.
The second computer system used in the V&R is the robot control module (RC_). The robot system selected

was a Unimation PURA 560 set up for _oininK metals with a hinde OiKi HiE weidln_ wire feeder and LLnde a50

power supply. & modified OLEitat gquipment Corporation LSI tl/02 computer was used as the RCN. The

confiKuratkon of the RCH ks shot, m in Figure _ (/.8,q).
The voice control software was written in two h_Eh level computer lanKuaKes, compi|ed BASIC and IQLISP,

a dlalect of the _[_P lanKuaEe produced by InteKral Quality. tncorporated. Certain speeiailzed alEorlthms for

voice recoKniLion and text to-_peech synLhesis were produced by Texas Instruments Corporation and _ere written

_n the P_SCAL and kn the FOICtH lanKuaKe. The software includes atKorlthms for the fotlowlnK sctlvLtles: (_)

voice recoEn_tlon; (2) command interpretation; (3) command and response level interfacinK of the VCH and R_I;

(_) re_ponse interpretaLion; (5) textual response 8eneration; (6) t_xt to npeech _ynthe_is; (Y) error

LrappknE; and (8) command/response analysis.
The VAR system prototype, which was developed for this investLEation, is deaL&ned to operate under normal

fdhr_cation environmental conditions _ntirely under voice control. _oftware and _oftwarelhardware _nterfaces

wece developed to function in each of the eight activity areas described above. Kach of these_actLvLty areas

required a specific set of alKorithms and each was approached by atEorithm development and proKram codlnE

ba_ed upon the performance requirements of that area.

a.7 Voice RecoKniLion and Interpretation Activities of VAIl
--The voice command entered by an operator is diKiti_ed and then matched to a dLEital template. The

template _ndexinK allows the command _nterpretation software to _ssue the command to the RCH _n the

appropriate format for the RCH. Thi_ indexin K system then allows the command interpreter to accomplish

natural lan_ua&e llnkin_ of the human operator and the RCH command structure (tO,it,t2). Natural lanKuaEe

t_nkin_ is an important aspect of improvLnE the robot/human interface in movinK toward the robot/human team

concept. Thus, the operator can talk to Lhe robot system uslnK hls/her own words, and the command interpreter

issues the appropriate format command to the RCH. For example, the operator could say any of the fotlowinK

words: "'Na_t", "_top", "Halt", "Quit", or others. The command interpreter would issue the command "ABORt" to

the RCN which causes the current operation in which the robot was an&sEed to stop.

The command interpreter also performs the function of LdentifyinK faulty commands and takLnK appropriate

action. If the operator issues a faulty corm_and, the fault may be of several forms. & command fault exlsts

if (1) the operator speaks a word or phrase for which there is no di&ital template match; (2) the operator

issues an incomplete command, for example, the command to chan_e the robot arm speed with no ne_ speed

indicated; and (3) the operator speaks a command to which the cobol cannot respond, for example, a computer

control movement command mi&ht be issued that cannot be executed because the system was in the manual mode,

If, for instance, the operator _ssues a spoken word or phrase for which there is no dl_ital template

match, then e_ther the operator wants the robot to do somethinE which it cannot do or has used an incorrect

word or phrase for a specific command. In either case. the command interpreter wilt recoKnize the non-match

condition, then send information to Lhe voice response system which results in a spoken, natural lanKuase

description be_nE issued to the operator. In the case Of an incomplete command, the command interpreter will

note the m_ssinK i:_formatlon and &eneratea textual response. That is then sent to the T'rSS which Eenecates a

spoken description of the problem for the operator..

Foltowin_ recoEnition and interpretation of a command, the Command and Response Level Interface _ystem

formulates and transmits the command from Lhe VCH to the RCH. The interface system then obtains a siEnal

response from the RCH which may include a variety of information includln_: (1) normal response; (2) warnin&s

to the operator; and (3) error messa&es. The interface accepts the response from the RCH and then processes

that response and passes it to the response interpreter.

_nce the response from the RCH includ*':: data that ks k_portant to the operator,._he t'_,sponse interpreter

must analyze and interpret r_sponses from th_ RCH and prepare the sp_,,ch, synth_s_ed response to th,.

operator. The interpreter examines the response and ,l*,terrnines its fo_ for further process_n&. If lhe
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response L• normal for that col•oral, them the LnterlPreter prepares • text •tries vh£ch tell• th* operator that

the •ystem has beer4 the seaman4 end ••ks for verLfLcst£on. Xf the response Ln4Lcate• an abnormal RCN

reoct_on, such me an operator tmrnLns or error N•sJKe, then the re•posse Lnterpreter sxanLnes the re•posse

coqplt'e• It to _ mCM response•. It then compare• the re•penn• to the co•man4 that yes Lssued. If the

coemmd ha• sen•rated a response vhLch Is due to • stamdsrd entry error, then • text strln8 1• Ben•rated bY

Lhe Textual me•pens• Oenerstor t_hLch expLoLns the abe•rural responoe. If the reopon•e 1o • non-stjndsrd am,

theu the textual ros_ms• Sen•rater prepares • text strLns vhlch 4upkLc•tes the ebnorgml re•pone• to the

operator.

text Boner•ted by the response Interpreter textul! response Sen•rotor Is thqm passed to the

tent-to-lip••oh synthesis (1i'Ll8) system. Us|no several per•meters that can be adjusted In the softvere, the

systeB produces • spoken response to the oper•tor. The speed, pLtch, phooetLe prorsmcistlon, end other

parmu_ters can he adjusted Ln the system to produce speech vhlch Is most useful In the specific •ppILcat|m of

the robot •ILLS. The _ system mobs use o| • text-to-speech softtmre/herdvire system produced by Texas

lantruemnts CorporetLon,

4._ VocabuLsr: Develoeaont en4 Uq!
The 4LsLtaL teap|at• motchlns softvsre Ls capable of storLn& up to SO teupleteo kn a sLniXe vOCabulary

fLle. A main vocxllxalory yes developed vhkch he• ell of the co•mends vhich can he used to c_trol the IK_.

The LndLvidu•l oper•tor can aster one or more voLce prints for each o( the roboL commands. An auxiliary

vocabulary of alphe and nuamrLc characteristic ks also available to the operator for enterin& special

oh•racist strLns• to the PC_l.

4.q FutuFe Consider•rises
- The current prototype version o[ Lhe VAa Ls desisned to allOW an operator to observe the aus_mbly process

•nd. by ut_lizins the main and auxiliary vocabularies, to alter the joint•& parameturs dnd robot path. This

system alloys for hands-free operation of a robot and provides a capability for real tlm_ _djustment of ttw

ass_mb|y process. The lofl_-ranse &oals for speech control of assen_ly includs future capability _hkch wil)

allow the operator to descr/be the current situation and alloy the VAR to deter-mine the dppropriaLe a_tkons to

opLimize the a_sembly process.

S,O Conclusion

11_e technolo6ical requirements for a semi autonomous robot with telrobotic capabLILties are bein$

developed and prov_.n. _ome of the technolo$ical capabilities have been de_onstt-aL_d by the two ,_yst_ms
described in this paper. Robot systems can perform complex tasks requirinE som_ human intervention quickly

and efficiently as a hum•nit•hot te_,m. The del;ree of autonomy that such _y_t*:ms c_n •chivvy L'_ d,.p_ndent _e

the sensins and control, as vmll as on simulated deductive reasonin_ accomp|i_hed hy the co_q_uter _ysLems.

Rapid and efficient voice co0_nunications in a natural lansuase Ear•at can be appli*,d to robot system control.

in _ddLtion. highly _ccuratv proximity _ensin_ and tt'_ckin_ of t'obot activities _'dn h_ _chivv_d with (.urr_nt

tuclmulu_y.
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